COMPANY OVERVIEW

Safe Systems, Inc.
IT and Security Services for Community Banks and Credit Unions
Safe Systems was founded in 1993 as a provider of IT and security services exclusively
tailored for community financial institutions, and has become one of the most trusted
providers in the industry. Safe Systems can provide a complete IT department or simply
function as an extension of a bank or credit union’s team. Its services include IT support
and managed services, internal network/cloud design and installation, hosted email,
business continuity and disaster recovery, compliance consulting, security services, and IT
and compliance training. Safe Systems’ annual double-digit new client and revenue growth,
as well as its 99 percent retention and renewal rate solidifies its position in the industry.
The company has become one of the leaders in the industry, managing hundreds of
financial institutions representing more than $61 billion in combined assets, 1,100 locations
and more than 20,000 network devices. High levels of customer service, expertise in the
financial industry and experienced, dedicated compliance resources are among the factors
that differentiate Safe Systems from its competitors. As a result, clients are able to reduce
operating costs, increase productivity and exceed regulatory requirements. An awardwinning technology partner for community financial institutions, Safe Systems’ solutions
have fully redundant data centers and has been the recipient of Bank News 2013 Innovative
Solutions Award, CRN’s Top 40 Most Innovative MSPs, 2015 Inc. 5000 Honoree, and was
ranked number one on the Ingram Micro 2015 SMB Channel Partner 500 List.
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Products and Services

Founded in 1993, Safe Systems is a national leader in providing fully-compliant IT and
security services for community banks and credit unions. The company’s mission is to
establish a strong foundation for financial institutions’ growth and overall success by assisting
them in the selection, and implementation and management of technology solutions.
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Technology
Safe Systems delivers a comprehensive network monitoring and management solution,
NetComply, exclusively tailored for community financial institutions.
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Network Design & Installation
Network Monitoring & Management
Cloud Services
Email
Disaster Recovery
Hardware & Software Procurement
WAN Communications

Compliance
Safe Systems provides compliance services that keep clients up-to-date on the most
current technologies, security risks, regulatory changes and FFIEC guidelines.
Security
Safe Systems offers a complete security service that uses a broad-based, multi-layered
approach to guard critical data and repel malicious attacks from both outside and inside an
institution’s network.
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